Take Your Supply Chain
To The Next Level
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A True Revolution In Inventory
Management Has Arrived
QSight® is an industry-leading, cloud-based inventory management solution
that combines easy-to-use technology with powerful reporting capabilities to
transform how you manage your supply chain.
Powered by Owens & Minor’s people, processes and technology, QSight’s
state-of-the-art capabilities and robust reporting help you take your supply

Benefits Throughout
The Supply Chain
Start with a department and grow at your
own pace across your entire health system,
with the ability to:

chain to the next level, while also:
• automating time-consuming manual tasks

> Increase charge capture
> Improve clinical documentation accuracy

• controlling costs

> Make smarter decisions based on data

• enhancing patient care

> Enhance clinical workflows
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It’s Beyond Inventory Management.
It’s Proactive Business Automation.

Utilizing QSight’s smart scan technology, all your team needs is a web-connected
device and a barcode scanner to capture data. With access to our proprietary
global item master database, a single scan matches a product to one of over
600,000 unique SKUs, providing descriptions, lot numbers, expiration dates and
more—immediately and without error. Simply point and scan any item of clinical
inventory and QSight does the rest.

VISIBILITY

Simplicity On A
Single Screen
> Complete visibility of inventory
> Critical information at your fingertips
> Intuitive dashboards
> Alerts that are actionable

SCAN
As inventory items arrive, clinicians simply scan packaging barcodes
with a hand scanner.

MATCH
QSight matches those items to a database and returns relevant product
information such as UDI, lot, serial number and expiration date.

MANAGE
Information is immediately captured in QSight and reflected in your
inventory levels.
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A Complete View Of Your Supply Chain
Is Now Faster Than Ever Before.

QSight provides users with unparalleled visibility into their supply chain, turning
inventory into data that enables smarter, more informed and impactful decisions.

AUTOMATED
ALERTS

Solve Problems Before
They Become Problems
> Receive real-time insights
> Identify issues instantly

AN INTERACTIVE DASHBOARD FOR CLARITY
The easy-to-read QSight dashboard provides a single view of all inventory data.
At a glance, immediately see overstocks, understocks and backorders, while
tracking usage and trends at a system-wide level. And with just a few clicks,
you can drill down to the individual product level—and even order more,
directly through QSight.
AN ENHANCED APPROACH TO PATIENT SAFETY
QSight technology helps to improve patient safety by providing real-time,
automated alerts for products that are soon-to-expire, expired or recalled.
These automated alerts provide a much-needed safeguard against the physical
and financial risks of expired or recalled products’ being selected for patient use.
In addition to mitigating risk, QSight safeguards the chain of custody for human
tissue and implants, streamlining the process of documenting supplies and
implants in the clinical record and patient’s EHR. QSight is compliant with AATB,
FDA and The Joint Commission regulations for bone and tissue tracking.
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> Take corrective actions immediately
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One System With Nearly
Limitless Power.

It takes an extraordinary amount of technology and experience to create a
system as powerful as QSight. And it takes Owens & Minor—the industry
leader in providing great customer service—to make it all work seamlessly.

SINGLE SOLUTION

No More Switching Between
Multiple Solutions
QSight integrates with your existing
systems, acting as a bridge and

EASY TO IMPLEMENT

allowing you to directly perform

QSight integrates with existing systems easily—even other third-party

critical functions.

systems. Our dedicated team of technology experts understands the full
spectrum of hospital protocols, making implementation rapid, stress-free
and ready to use in as little as 60 days.
COMPLETELY CLOUD-BASED
Because QSight is cloud-based, your IT department is not tasked with
maintenance or upgrades. Plus, additional investment in servers or
other IT infrastructure is not required.
SIMPLE SCALABILITY
With QSight, you can quickly scale up to other departments and hospitals.
Its easy-to-understand, intuitive user interface and exceptionally fast
time-to-value allow your team to be up and running quickly.
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> Interoperability between
legacy sytems
> Single sign-on for easy access
> Ability to perform critical
functions directly in QSight

EHR

PURCHASING

• Schedule
• Utilization Records
• Implant & Supply Logs

• Item Master
• Order Export
• PO Update

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADT
•
•
•
•

Patient ID
Order Number
Patient Demographics
Insurance Provider

Usage Tracking
Consignment
Reports
Orders
Complications
Encounters
Contracts
Sedation

BILLING
•
•
•
•

Patient ID
Products
Procedures
Physicians
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Don’t Be Controlled By Your Supply Chain.
Take It To The Next Level.
Today, technology is crucial to providing high-quality, patient-centered care.
But technology is also a crucial element in the day-to-day running of a hospital
and the supply chain that serves its needs. QSight’s revolutionary approach to

PATIENT- CENTRIC

Better Financial Outcomes—
And Better Patient Care

inventory management makes it easier than ever to simplify these complex

QSight immediately impacts your

supply chain challenges, while bringing measurable benefit to your bottom line.

organization, reducing overstocks,
simplifying inventory management
and creating significant savings.
With automatic alerts for recalled,

> INVENTORY REDUCTION

> MAKE BETTER, SMARTER DECISIONS

expired and expiring products, you

Users are automatically prompted to order

QSight’s rich inventory data gives you the

can proactively reduce your annual

inventory that’s needed, simplifying the

insights to make smarter decisions.

spend with ease.

inventory management process.
> INCREASE CHARGE CAPTURE

> ENHANCE PATIENT SAFETY

Just as important, leveraging the data

Automatic alerts notify you of recalled, expired

and insights of QSight’s reporting

Precise charging through barcode scanning

and expiring products so that you can take

promotes better outcomes at both the

minimizes errors.

appropriate action to ensure they are either

patient and the facility levels. And when

not used or used before expiration.

clinicians spend less time on inventory
management and more time providing
care, everyone wins.
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SIMPLIFY YOUR SUPPLY
CHAIN TODAY
With a single, easy-to-access, real-time view of
your clinical inventory, QSight transforms your
supply chain into a source of actionable insights
to move your entire enterprise forward.

> To learn how Owens & Minor can partner with you
to solve your unique challenges and take your supply
chain to new levels of efficiency, contact us at
omlearnmore@owens-minor.com or 1-866-935-0798.
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